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A report on the summary of mid and long-term fundamental policies toward exposure dose reduction formulated by Tokyo Electric Power Company.

At Tokyo Electric Power Company, mid and long-term fundamental policies are formulated site by site, in which the achievement of a high rank in the world in exposure dose reduction and the achievement of exposure dose within a given level are specified as its objectives. In addition, annual plans are also formulated every year based on the objectives.

In order to follow up the works during the periodical inspection, the radiation control sector prepares the “Periodical Report: Outage Report” for the maintenance sector. This report includes target dose values, points of improvement in work that should be inflected in the next periodical inspection, and so on. Given that the cooperation between the radiation control sector and the maintenance sector is indispensable for the achievement of the exposure dose reduction goal, Tokyo Electric Power Company also makes efforts to improve the scheme so that inter-organizational communications can be ensured.
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